Safecoat®

DynoFlex
DESCRIPTION: Safecoat DynoFlex is a unique, water
based, low odor elastomeric sealer formulated in a pastelike compound for sealing seams, joints and cracks in new
and old heating and air conditioning ducts, and for
repairing metal roofs and asphalt shingles. Safecoat
DynoFlex is highly resistant to harsh weather and
temperature changes. It remains flexible and prevents
leaks even after exposure to the elements or contraction
due to weather.
Safecoat DynoFlex is resistant to
gasoline, oil, grease, fungi, acids, alkalines and flame
spread. It is also a superb sound deadener.
PRODUCT NUMBER AND CONTAINER SIZE:
(quart) and 51373 (five gallon).

51173

USE ON: Safecoat DynoFlex is recommended for new
and old heating and air conditioning ducts, metal roof
cracks, damaged asphalt shingles, mobile home roofs and
similar areas.
ADVANTAGES / SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS:
 Effective, easy to use.
 Non-offensive to installer and occupant.
 When used in conjunction with SafeChoice Super
Clean and SafeChoice X-158, DynoFlex is a full
system for sealing, cleaning and maintaining all
heating and air conditioning ducts.
 Safely used by and for the chemically sensitive.
 Very low VOC content, meets or exceeds all federal
and state air quality regulations, including California.
APPLICATION: Always have adequate ventilation. All
areas to be coated should be clean and dry. Remove all
oil, dirt, dust, rust and loose residue. When possible clean
with a not toxic, biodegradable and odorless cleaner like
SafeChoice Super Clean. Old asphalt shingles should be
power washed prior to treatment. Allow all surfaces to dry
completely before applying DynoFlex. Apply DynoFlex at
15 mils wet directly from the container without dilution.
Use a brush, squeegee-type applicator or trowel and
smooth evenly to produce a uniform and seamless coat.
Two coats provide additional protection. Note: these
instructions are intended to be general only and not
exhaustive.
The applicator should determine which
preparation and techniques are best suited to the specific
surface.

COVERAGE: One gallon of Safecoat DynoFlex covers
approximately 100 square feet at 15 mils thickness.
CLEAN-UP: Clean tools and equipment while they are still
wet with a solution of SafeChoice Super Clean and warm
water.
DRYING/CURING TIME: To touch within 2 hours. Cures
hard in 24 hours.
LIMITATIONS: Unlike conventional sealers, Safecoat
sealers are made without formaldehyde preservatives or
toxic mildewcides or fungicides. Do not contaminate.
Store in airtight containers. Do not use when indoor or
surface temperature is below 55°F. Avoid application in
direct hot sun, which may cause premature dry-out. If
product has thickened in container add a small amount of
water and stir to return product to original paste
consistency. Keep from freezing.
HEALTH PRECAUTIONS: As with all coatings and stains,
keep container tightly closed and out of the reach of
children. Do not take internally. Always use adequate
ventilation. If you are chemically sensitive, always test for
personal tolerance.
LIMITED LIABILITY: Safecoat® products are guaranteed
not to be defective when properly applied. Liability express
or implied is limited to replacement of product or refund of
purchase price and does not include liability for labor costs
or consequential damages. Variable factors out of
manufacturer’s control, such as environmental conditions,
application techniques, and surface conditions are critical
to results obtained. Users are expected to exercise
reasonable care to determine suitability of the product for
each application. This limited warranty may not be
modified or extended by manufacturer’s representatives,
distributors or dealers of AFM products. We particularly
recommend that users always test in small
inconspicuous areas before application to the entire
surface.
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